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Abstract: Cryptocurrencies represented by Bitcoin have fully demonstrated their advantages and great potential in
payment and monetary systems during the last decade. The mining pool, which is considered the source of Bitcoin,
is the cornerstone of market stability. The surveillance of the mining pool can help regulators eﬀectively assess the
overall health of Bitcoin and issues. However, the anonymity of mining-pool miners and the diﬃculty of analyzing
large numbers of transactions limit in-depth analysis. It is also a challenge to achieve intuitive and comprehensive
monitoring of multi-source heterogeneous data. In this study, we present SuPoolVisor, an interactive visual analytics
system that supports surveillance of the mining pool and de-anonymization by visual reasoning. SuPoolVisor is
divided into pool level and address level. At the pool level, we use a sorted stream graph to illustrate the evolution
of computing power of pools over time, and glyphs are designed in two other views to demonstrate the inﬂuence
scope of the mining pool and the migration of pool members. At the address level, we use a force-directed graph and
a massive sequence view to present the dynamic address network in the mining pool. Particularly, these two views,
together with the Radviz view, support an iterative visual reasoning process for de-anonymization of pool members
and provide interactions for cross-view analysis and identity marking. Eﬀectiveness and usability of SuPoolVisor are
demonstrated using three cases, in which we cooperate closely with experts in this ﬁeld.
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1 Introduction
Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin (Nakamoto,
2008), with their innovative decentralized design,
have profound impacts on payment and mone‡
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tary systems today (Böhme et al., 2015). However,
frequent issues, such as illegal transaction and mining monopoly, have made the security and stability
of Bitcoin questionable. Volatile Bitcoin values in
the past two years have involved it in the crisis of the
economic bubble. Due to surveillance diﬃculties,
the implementation and development of cryptocurrencies have been seriously hindered.
Mining pools (Lewenberg et al., 2015) play a
critical role in cryptocurrency systems because they
generate most of the cryptocurrencies. Therefore,
they are the focus of cryptocurrency surveillance.
A mining pool is a community composed of operators and miners. Miners integrate their computing
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power to calculate the puzzle and win the competition, and pool operators distribute the block reward
to each miner’s wallet address according to its contributions. Thus, pooled mining is the result of the
mining market evolution toward concentration and
normativeness, which may lead to the crisis of a mining monopoly if feasible regulation is not deployed.
The mining monopoly will then seriously undermine decentralization, and ﬁnally trigger a 51% attack (Kroll et al., 2013), meaning that blocks are no
longer believable. Mining pools also play a key role in
the construction, development, and maintenance of
the market infrastructure (Bohr and Bashir, 2014).
Many mining pools have emerged since 2010, and
they found more than 62% of all blocks so far. The
loss of computing power of mining pools will lead
to a decline of the blocks of the whole network, and
insuﬃcient blocks recording transactions will cause
system congestion. In addition, the covert relationship between the pool and other roles will result in a
crisis of conﬁdence in the market. Further regulation
of the mining pool is imminent.
Many studies of cryptocurrency have emerged.
Research on macro market regulation can help us
understand the external phenomena of cryptocurrencies, such as price changes (Kim et al., 2016) and
community distribution (Bohr and Bashir, 2014). In
detail, some studies, such as Meiklejohn et al. (2013)
and Belotti et al. (2018), correlate the addresses
with public identities by heuristic clustering rules,
which can bring partial de-anonymization, but these
rules cannot keep up with the changes in deceptive
scenarios. Analysis relying on public identities is
limited, and de-anonymization requires expert experience and reasoning capabilities. Ron and Shamir
(2013) and Ranshous et al. (2017) have tracked and
traced the Bitcoin ﬂow between blocks case by case,
but they cannot analyze the impacts of the Bitcoin
ﬂow in mining pools or determine the correlation between addresses and mining pools. Visual analytics
can help users improve data perception, reveal hidden patterns, and interact with data (Liu SX et al.,
2014, 2018). Yue et al. (2019) proposed intuitive visualization of the evolution of exchange, but their
system cannot explore the underlying ﬁne-grained
transactions, making its domain-aware analysis difﬁcult for users. McGinn et al. (2016) used largescreen visualization technology and force-directed
layout to give a top-down presentation of transaction
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data in blocks, but there was a lack of comprehensive multi-aspect analysis capabilities and guidance
(Chen HD et al., 2014; Wang XM et al., 2018, 2019).
In-depth research on pool surveillance is still
in its infancy. Previous works fail to analyze mining pools from transactions and lack veriﬁcation of
real data due to the following challenges: First, the
anonymity feature makes it diﬃcult to ﬁnd mining
pools in the transaction data. Apart from a few public addresses, other addresses can be regarded only
as accounts, which are diﬃcult to connect with real
roles. Second, the transactions are too massive to
analyze. Third, it is challenging to achieve intuitive
and comprehensive monitoring of large-scale, multidimensional, and time-series data.
To address these challenges, we propose the
pool-centered visualization system called SuPoolVisor, which supports comprehensive visual surveillance of pools in the community from the pool level
and address level. At the pool level, the interface
presents the key statistics of the mining pools and the
relationship between mining pools, which are used
to supervise the external performance and macro
impact of the mining pool. At the address level,
the interface presents the patterns of temporal address behaviors, distribution structures, and income
sources. It supports interactive identiﬁcation of address identities to help users ﬁnd miners in reward
distribution, i.e., de-anonymization. Five views are
designed and implemented to achieve these purposes.
In addition, we have examined three cases to verify
the eﬀectiveness of the system in solving important
domain problems.
The major contributions of this study are as
follows: (1) a visual analytics system for supervising
mining pools at the pool level and the address level;
(2) a set of features for describing the behaviors and
eﬀects of mining pools; (3) an interactive address
identiﬁcation approach for disclosing miners.

2 Related works
2.1 Bitcoin market and mining pool analysis
Various studies have sprung up from many related ﬁelds due to the thriving interest in Bitcoin (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016), and cover a wide
range of topics including security (Vasek et al., 2014;
Vasek and Moore, 2015), privacy (Koshy et al.,
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2014; Meiklejohn and Orlandi, 2015), usability
(Spagnuolo et al., 2014), and wasted resources
(Barkatullah and Hanke, 2015). In speciﬁc applications, these works can be summarized into two categories: macro-analysis of statistical data and microanalysis of transaction data.
1. Macro-analysis
The macro-analysis of cryptocurrency includes
its price, market security and risk, and decentralization. Athey et al. (2016) found that the main factor aﬀecting Bitcoin price is user conﬁdence through
the analysis of virtual currency data and social media data. Kim et al. (2016) trained a prediction
model via machine learning based on commentary
data from the cryptocurrency community to predict
ﬂuctuations in the price. Moore and Christin (2013)
built an exchange risk model to predict the likelihood
of its closure and security risks. Kiran and Stannett
(2015) introduced agents in the traditional modeling process to analyze the risk of using Bitcoin.
Gencer et al. (2018) measured the decentralization
of Bitcoin and Ethereum by measuring the characteristics of the Bitcoin network to respond to the
public questions about the decentralization of cryptocurrencies. Bohr and Bashir (2014) examined how
cryptocurrencies work by the statistical distribution
of cryptocurrency accounts. Most of the macroanalyses focus on the statistical properties of cryptocurrencies such as prices, and analyze their relationship with external data. However, these studies
do not provide a deep analysis of the transaction
data, and it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd the underlying causes
of external performance.
2. Micro-analysis
The micro-analysis of transaction data has been
focused on the tracking and analysis of trading
cases. Ron and Shamir (2013) deﬁned typical trading patterns of the use, storage, and transfer of Bitcoins by tracking large transactions. Ranshous et al.
(2017) explored trading patterns by training classiﬁers for directed graph nodes to reveal criminal
activities such as money laundering. For account
anonymity issues, Fleder et al. (2015) used a part
of public identity, Meiklejohn et al. (2013) proposed
several rules of heuristic account consolidation, and
Neudecker and Hartenstein (2017) explored how the
network information pair helps for address clustering. In addition, Ober et al. (2013) analyzed the factors inﬂuencing anonymity in terms of transaction
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networks. However, these micro-analyses are mainly
case by case analyses, so it is diﬃcult to eﬀectively
analyze and mine large-scale data. This study focuses mainly on the study of mining pools.
Research on mining pools is still in its infancy. Current works focus on the simulation analysis of pooled mining and the case by case exploration of miners. Luu et al. (2015) veriﬁed the
ﬂaws in the protocol and found possible attacks by
simulating the computational power splitting game.
Lewenberg et al. (2015) used game theory models to
verify the transfer of miners for maximum income.
Wang LQ and Liu (2015) explored miners in the pool
through expert experience and revealed the typical
iterative distribution model. Belotti et al. (2018) applied a method based on Union Find to ﬁnd miners,
and analyzed the pool-hopping of the miners between
pools. Pool-hopping is a way to maximize miners’
income by switching mining pools. However, these
works rely on limited public data and do not help
ﬁnd a general way to disclose mining-pool structures
and identify miners.
2.2 Blockchain data visualization
The nature of blockchain data makes it closely
linked to visualization, which combines computational intelligence of the machine with human perception intelligence to give insight into the underlying patterns. On some websites, visualization has been applied to the analysis of blockchain
data. The visualization of real-time transaction data
(https://bitbonkers.com, https://bitcoin.interaqt.
nl, https://bitnodes.earn.com, and https://blocks.
wizb.it) and the traceability of transaction data
(https://www.elliptic.co and https://mapofcoins.
com/bitcoin) become possible. However, these instruments present only static data details and do
not provide eﬃcient interactive analysis. Recently,
visual analytics has been gradually applied to block
data analysis. Di Battista et al. (2015) visualized
the mixed patterns of ﬂows in the Bitcoin transaction
graph, and used tailored ﬂow charts to illustrate suspicious Bitcoin ﬂow for illegal transactions such as
money laundering. Bistarelli and Santini (2017) explored miners, sources, and branches of the Bitcoin
ﬂow using visual analytics. McGinn et al. (2016)
deployed the top-down visualization of blockchain
transaction data on large display devices, which can
present overall dynamic transaction patterns in the
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block. Most works use transactions as the objects
of analysis, and rarely involve research on entities
such as users and organizations. Regarding users,
Meiklejohn et al. (2013) used heuristic clustering algorithms with graph visualization to characterize
user networks. Isenberg et al. (2017) proposed the
design of an interactive visual interface for presenting
an individual transaction behavior. Kinkeldey et al.
(2017) revealed the transaction histories of entities with visual analytics. Regarding exchanges,
Yue et al. (2019) proposed BitExTract, which is the
ﬁrst attempt to explore the evolutionary transaction
patterns of Bitcoin exchanges from two perspectives,
namely, exchange versus exchange and exchange versus clients. However, existing works present mainly
the external performance, but do not conduct an internal analysis such as exploring transaction. More
importantly, the interaction of visual analysis has
not been used for facilitating de-anonymization. At
present, research on visual analysis of mining pools
is still scarce.
2.3 Time-series visualization
There are many visualization technologies for
time-series data (Aigner et al., 2011; Luo et al.,
2019), which are widely used in smart manufacturing (Zhou FF et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020), sports
analysis (Wu et al., 2019), situational awareness
(Ying et al., 2019), and traﬃc analysis (Zeng et al.,
2017). In visual space, time is generally represented
as an axis. The most prevalent approach is using a
horizontal axis and encoding data along it, such as
a histogram (Chen W et al., 2016; Chen SM et al.,
2018), a stacked stream graph (Xia et al., 2019;
Zhou ZG et al., 2020), or a line chart (Li et al.,
2020). Custom glyphs or views are placed in chronological order in some designs (Jie et al., 2019). Advantages of them are intuitive and interactive. For
example, Mei et al. (2019) used river views with different time granularities to visualize large-span time
data and used the brush to ﬁlter and zoom. Many
works use circular axes to represent time, making full use of space (Zhou ZG et al., 2019). Circular axes are widely used in the form of time
wheels as tools for exploring spatial-temporal patterns (Zhou ZG et al., 2017). Multiple concentric
circular axes make it convenient to observe the periodicity (Zhu et al., 2019). In three-dimensional (3D)
space, Chen W et al. (2018a) used the Z axis to rep-
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resent the time information of urban data.
Visualizing e-transaction time series is critical
for understanding transaction behavior and market
conditions. Many studies focus on discovering temporal trends of transaction behavior (Liu ZC et al.,
2009; Wei et al., 2012). However, interesting transactions that are situation relevant might be ignored.
Xie et al. (2014) designed KnotLines to show detailed transaction information. It was inspired by
the musical notation in which diﬀerent transactions
and their connections were placed along the time
axis. Although relationships among the transactions
made by the same seller are emphasized, visual analysis of the complete transaction network is still insuﬃcient. The visualization of funding ﬂows requires
more comprehensive methods.

3 Problem characterization
As shown in Fig. 1, our system comprises three
parts: (1) the data manager, which pre-processes
the raw data and constructs transaction networks;
(2) the features, which characterize the behaviors
of addresses and mining pools for analysis and deanonymization, respectively; (3) the visual analysis,
which includes ﬁve well-designed views and interaction methods.
3.1 Data abstraction
3.1.1 Raw data collection and pre-processing
Bitcoin raw transaction data is the most accurate and basic analysis material, and contains
all the anonymous transactions recorded on the
block. There are multiple public download channels. We chose the transaction data (January,
2009) from blockchain.com, which is considered reliable (Möser et al., 2013). It is convenient for
pre-processing because it has already been parsed
into JSON format. As shown in Fig. 2, the attributes
Data manager
Raw data

Features

Visual analysis

Feature of
pools

Views

Feature of
addresses

Interactions

Pre-processing
TXO/address
network

Fig. 1 Overview of SuPoolVisor
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of transactions are as follows:
1. Block ID: the identiﬁer of the block, which
indicates the block that records the transaction.
2. Block time: the timestamp when the transaction is recorded. All the transactions on the same
block have the same time.
3. Transaction ID: the 64-character hash of the
transaction, which identiﬁes solely a transaction.
4. isCoinbase: the symbol indicating whether
the transaction is a coinbase transaction. The coinbase transaction is the ﬁrst transaction in the block,
where the system pays the block reward to the mining pool or the miner who found the block.
5. Output list: the array recording the transaction outputs (TXOs) and the corresponding addresses. The unspent transaction outputs (UTXOs)
will not be separable until it is spent in the next
transaction.
6. Input list: the array recording the previous
TXOs which are spent in this transaction and the
corresponding addresses. If the transaction is a coinbase transaction, this item is empty.
To know the pools that found the blocks, we collected broadcast data from BTC.com, which records
the messages when pools ﬁnd a speciﬁc block. Each
broadcast data includes the block ID, block time,
and the pool name who broadcasts it. Correlating
the block and broadcasting, the data can reveal the
transactions from which pools receive rewards. Also,
Transaction (coinbase)
Block ID, block time,
transaction ID, and
isCoinbase
Output list
Input list

Transaction
Block ID, block time,
transaction ID, and
isCoinbase
Input list

Output list

Transaction
Block ID, block time,
transaction ID, and
isCoinbase
Input list
Output list
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we collected publicly identiﬁed addresses from WalletExplorer.com, including some exchanges, service
providers, mining pools, and other addresses. Identity data is incomplete, but it can be used to assist
in our analysis process.
3.1.2 Transaction network construction
The transaction network starting from the coinbase can help ﬁnd miners. Due to the block veriﬁcation delay and payment methods, instead of paying
miners in coinbase transactions, the pool operator
often uses the transferring transaction to transfer
funds and then pays the miner by the rewarding
transaction. The transaction sub-network consists
of the coinbase, and transferring and rewarding represents the Bitcoin ﬂow inside the mining pool.
To observe the data from both the transaction
and the address, we constructed two transaction networks: one is the TXO network, which takes TXO as
the node and is used to express the original Bitcoin
ﬂow, and the other is the address network, which
takes the address as the node and is used to express the transaction relationship between addresses.
In the TXO network, as shown in Fig. 2, since the
TXO in the coinbase is not derived from any other
transactions but the system, we virtualized the block
rewards into a special type of TXO (i.e., the root
TXO) and treated them as nodes. Then, based on
the principle that the source of each output in each
transaction is proportionally derived from each input, we split the M -to-N transaction into M × N
1-to-1 transactions. We constructed the address
network through the TXO network. According to
the ownership relationship between TXOs and addresses, we can obtain the relationship between addresses through the accumulation of the relationship
between TXOs. The edge between addresses represents the set of 1-to-1 transactions. Based on the
block broadcast, we added identity tags to the address network.
3.2 Task analysis

TXO
Root TXO
Address

Fig. 2 Transaction attributes and their connections
New transactions spend previous transactions’ outputs
(TXOs) and generate new outputs (TXOs), making Bitcoin
transfer among addresses

Research and regulation of Bitcoin transactions
is a subject related to cryptography, statistics, and
ﬁnance. To better describe the domain issues and
meet the needs, we have been working closely with
three experts for the past six months. Expert E1
focuses on Bitcoin, cryptography, and blockchain
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security. He is curious about pool surveillance. E2
has been a deep participant in the Bitcoin mining
pool since 2013. E3 is a Bitcoin regulatory practitioner who is looking for an eﬃcient method of pool
management. All experts have shown great enthusiasm and have been actively involved in our work.
Following a typical user-centered design framework,
including discussion, brainstorming, design, prototyping, and presentation, we collected their feedback
and summarized two aspects of the analysis tasks to
implement mining pool surveillance:
T1 : analysis at the pool level
T1 -1: Present the computing power of mining
pools in the market. The actual computing power
level of each mining pool is the core competitiveness
of the mining pool. The computing power of the
whole network is closely related to the health of the
system.
T1 -2: Present member migration between mining pools. Pool-hopping of miners, changes of the
pool itself, and sharing of nodes between pools will
all result in migration of members between pools.
T1 -3: Present the impacts of mining pools in the
market. Mining pools act as upstream agencies and
have impacts on the market by generating Bitcoin.
T2 : de-anonymization and analysis at the address level
T2 -1: View time-series transaction patterns of
addresses. Mining pools often pay rewards to miners
through the rewarding transaction, which is considered an internal transaction in the pool.
T2 -2: View the transaction structure and path of
address. Experts want to know the structure of different internal members in the distribution process.
T2 -3: View the source distribution of address
income. In the mining pool, the source analysis of the
addresses can help reveal the stability of the market.

4 Feature abstraction
We used features of addresses to initially determine their identity in mining pools. We deﬁned
three identities: pool operators, miners, and external
addresses. Pool operators are the internal administrators of pools. Miners are the ﬁnal recipients of
the rewards because of providing computing power.
External addresses are the general participants who
have nothing to do with the mining process. We proposed the following characteristics as an important
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basis to infer the identities:
1. The amount of income
The amount of address income can describe the
transactions in which addresses participate. The
amount paid by the operators to the miners is stable
or ﬂuctuates within a certain range, and there is always a minimum for the payment in most pools. For
example, an address that receives only 0.000 000 1
Bitcoin at a time is unlikely to be a miner, because
the amount does not reach the threshold of payment
for most pools. We can ﬁlter out non-pool transactions by this feature. For a given address, we divide
the total income by the number of times to obtain
its average amount of income.
2. The frequency of income
The payment relationship between operators
and miners is more frequent and periodic than the
ordinary transaction relationship. We can ﬁlter out
non-pool transactions by this feature. For a given
address a, we abstract the receiving fund in n days
as one-hot vector: Va = [r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ]. If the address received the fund on the k th day, rk is 1; otherwise, it is 0. Then we calculate the frequency by
Fa = r1 + r2 + . . . + rn .
3. The purity of income
The income of ordinary miners is relatively simple in single or multiple transactions. An address
that receives funds from only a speciﬁc pool is more
likely to be an operator or loyal miner of it. We
propose TXO purity (TP) and address purity (AP)
to measure the purity of these two cases. TP represents the proportion of TXO from each pool. We
pre-calculated the TP of each TXO as follows:
(1) We deﬁned amounti,j as how many Bitcoins
in TXOi are generated by poolj . All Bitcoins in root
TXO are generated by a speciﬁc mining pool.
(2) We obtained all amount from each pool to
each TXO by tracing the source. Because TXO is
ordered in generation time and can be consumed only
once, according to the TXO network, the amount of
output TXOs can be calculated by the amount of
input TXOs.
(3) We calculated the TP of the ith TXO by the
following formula:
amounti,j
TPi = max m
.
j=1 amounti,j

(1)

(4) Let address a have n TXOs which are from
m pools. We calculated the AP of a to j by the
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5 System design

following formula:
n
amounti,j
m
= n i=1
.
i=1
j=1 amounti,j
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(2)

4. Recommended internal address network
Before users’ identity reasoning process, we recommended every pool’s internal address network to
users by the automation process, which is divided
into three steps. First, we selected the TXO network in which TP=1, namely, the transaction subnetwork. As shown in Fig. 3a, the transaction subnetwork consists of the coinbase, transferring, and
rewarding, which are not mixed with the TXOs of
other pools. Second, we constructed the corresponding address network according to the TXO network,
as shown in Fig. 3b. Finally, we traversed the address
network from the coinbase to terminal addresses that
do not meet thresholds or are labeled as exchanges
or service providers. The terminal addresses are regarded as the destinations of the internal address
network.
5. Migration between pools
After the recommendation, we could ﬁnd the
migration addresses between the pools by calculating
the intersection of their internal address network.
Based on the order in which addresses appeared in
diﬀerent pools, we divided the migration addresses
into moving in, moving out, and hopping in units of
days.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, our visual analysis system consists of six components: sorted stream view
(SSV), migration timeline view (MTV), threshold
panel, massive sequence view (MSV), pool structure
view (PSV), and Radviz. The SSV, MTV, and Radviz support pool-level comparison and analysis. The
threshold panel, MSV, PSV, and Radviz support
address-level de-anonymization and visual analysis.
5.1 Visualization design
5.1.1 Sorted stream view
Description: SSV provides an overview of the
temporal distribution of the number of blocks generated by each pool, which further reﬂects the computing power distribution and evolution of Bitcoin
(T1 -1). Streams are dynamically sorted to compare
the evolution of computing power in diﬀerent pools.
The ability of pools to generate blocks reﬂects their
inﬂuence (T1 -3).
As illustrated in Fig. 4a, the X axis represents a
timeline, and diﬀerent pools are stacked as streams
along the Y axis based on the number of blocks they
found. The diﬀerent colored streams represent the
corresponding pools, and their width on axes indicates the ﬂuctuating number of blocks found with
time. Unlike the usual stream graph which has a
Pool A

Transaction sub-network of A

Pool B

Internal address network of A

Root TXO

Coinbase

Mixed TXO
Root TXO

Pool operators

Miner

Coinbase

Pool operators
Coinbase Transferring Rewarding
transaction transaction transaction

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Construction of the transaction sub-network (a) and the internal address network (b)
Unmixed TXOs are used to ﬁnd the sub-network of mining pools and the recommended internal address network can
be constructed based on the mapping from TXOs to addresses
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(a)

(b)

(e)

(f)
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(c)
(d)

Fig. 4 Interfaces of SuPoolVisor: (a) sorted stream view; (b) migration timeline view; (c) threshold panel;
(d) massive sequence view; (e) Radviz view; (f ) pool structure view
References to color refer to the online version of this ﬁgure

ﬁxed order, streams are re-sorted from top to bottom
on the axis of each day in SSV. To reduce the visual
clutter, the colored top-ranked pools are manageable, while the insigniﬁcant small pools are grayed
to the bottom. The legend is given on the right side,
which can interact synchronously with the view and
MTV. From this view, users can intuitively identify
the dominant mining pools.
Justiﬁcation: We considered several alternatives
for time-series data visualization, such as a stacked
stream graph and multi-line charts. However, the
stacked stream graph lacks ranking, which is essential for ﬁnding dominant mining pools and comparing evolutionary diﬀerences between mining pools
(T1 -1). Although multi-line charts can present ranking, the uneven distribution of the data leads to serious visual occlusion; that is, lines at the bottom
are too dense to be distinguished. In the sorted
stream graph, visual clutter can be resolved by setting transparency. The computing power of each
pool is highlighted on every axis, while the semitransparent crossing parts are just for smooth transitions
and have no practical numerical signiﬁcance. The
sorted stream graph is eﬀective for the visualization
of multiple continuous time-series data, and its nature of stacking supports sorting and displaying the
sum.

5.1.2 Migration timeline view
Description: MTV provides an overview of the
temporal pattern of the member migration between
pools, which reﬂects pool-hopping and miner migration (T1 -2). For a given pool, users can observe when
and how many the addresses move in, move out, and
pool-hopping to other pools at diﬀerent timestamps.
As illustrated in Fig. 4b, the X axis represents
the timeline. Consistent with SSV, diﬀerent pools
are stacked on the Y axis and the order is the same.
Each row expresses the member migration between
this pool and another speciﬁc pool every day in the
selected month. We used the same color encoding
scheme to the baseline to facilitate the identiﬁcation
of pools. At the nodes of each day in each line, we
designed a glyph to visualize the migration details.
As illustrated in Fig. 5a, the glyph is designed to
visualize the patterns of moving in, moving out, and
pool-hopping of migratory addresses. The area of the
upper half ring represents the number of addresses
moving in. The area of the lower half ring represents
the total number of addresses moving out. The innercircle area represents the number of addresses that
are pool-hopping. The metaphor of the design is that
pool-hopping can be interpreted as a common part of
moving in and moving out. Each glyph is placed in
a limited square to avoid overlap, and the mapping
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Number of addresses moving in
Number of addresses moving out

Number of addresses pool-hopping

(a)
Number of addresses moving in
Number of addresses moving out
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scale of values to space can be adjusted.
Justiﬁcation: Experts want to observe the hopping pattern and the comparison between addresses
that are moving in and moving out (T1 -2). Besides
the chosen glyph design, we considered some alternatives. As Figs. 5b and 5c illustrate, two other
glyphs are designed. We were inspired by the stacked
histogram (Fig. 5b). The heights of the blue and orange bars represent the numbers of addresses moving
in and moving out, respectively. The height of the
public part of the lower part represents the number
of addresses that are pool-hopping, which uses the
same metaphor as the chosen design. However, this
scheme does not make full use of the encoding space
in the horizontal direction. Relying on the limited
vertical space will result in visual occlusion and clutter when the value is too large and visual obscurity
when the value is too small. In Fig. 5c, we used the
radial layout to make full use of the space. The radii
of the three rings represent the numbers of addresses
that are moving in, moving out, and pool-hopping.
However, three concentric circles sharing the same
coding area may also occlude each other.
5.1.3 Threshold panel

Number of addresses pool-hopping

(b)
Number of addresses moving in
Number of addresses moving out

As illustrated in Fig. 4c, we provided a visual
control component to select the ﬁltering threshold.
Addresses in the selected ranges of purity and income
will be retained as potential miners after ﬁltering.
The threshold can be set by the user or be defaulted
to the recommended value. To help users understand
the data intuitively, we show the histogram of the
data distribution above the slider, allowing users to
set the threshold based on the reality and domain
knowledge, and the selected part will be highlighted.
5.1.4 Massive sequence view

Number of addresses pool-hopping

(c)
Fig. 5
Alternatives to glyph design in MTV:
(a) design based on the radial histogram and donut;
(b) design based on the stacked histogram design;
(c) design based on ring
References to color refer to the online version of this ﬁgure

Description: MSV provides temporal behavior
visualization of addresses after ﬁltering (T2 -1). As
illustrated in Fig. 4d, the X axis represents the time,
and massive addresses are stacked along the Y axis.
For each address, the timeline represents the funds it
received during the month, and saturation encodes
the amount of the funds.
To see an overview of many addresses and
explore details on demand, we selected the
context+focus design. A guidance axis is applied
as context on the left of MSV. The scroll bar on the
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axis can be adjusted and dragged to change the visible addresses as the focus. Also, MSV provides two
tag lists to save the identity tags and explore history
for the addresses when analysis begins.
To reveal address groupings and identify pivotal
addresses in MSV, we designed an address-ranking
algorithm based on principal component analysis
(PCA). The goal is to rank the addresses based on
how often they receive funds and to make addresses
with similar behavior patterns closer. The following
is the process: (1) based on the frequency, divide all
addresses into n bins; (2) reduce the dimensionality
of Vi to one by PCA in each bin, and sort addresses
by their 1-d values; (3) remove the sorted addresses
from the nth bin to the 1st bin in order.
Justiﬁcation: Revealing an overall pattern and
observing details while visualizing large-scale timeseries data is a challenge. Context+focus with
guidance can resolve the contradiction between an
overview and observing details. The address-ranking
algorithm based on PCA can group addresses in the
order of frequency and amount of funds received.
Another important function of MSV is to help explore and save the identity of the address by interaction. The addresses selected in MSV are used as
de-anonymization entries. The temporal patterns,
network structures, and income sources of the addresses are further analyzed in multiple views, and
the ﬁnal identity results can be saved on the right
side of MSV.
5.1.5 Pool structure view
Description: PSV visualizes pool’s internal address network (T2 -2), which can be used to disclose
the structures of mining pools and reveal the destination of the fund stream. For speciﬁc anonymous
addresses, the sub-network from the coinbase to the
addresses will be presented as important evidence of
de-anonymization.
As illustrated in Fig. 4f, PSV presents an address network using a force-directed layout, which
encodes the identity information with color and encodes the amount of the transactions with the transparency of the edge. A variety of color encoding
schemes are provided for marking diﬀerent identity
types. The default color scheme is that the coinbase
is red, the middle node is blue, and the end node is
yellow, representing the coinbase, pool operator, and
miner, respectively. When users interact with MTV,
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the node uses the color scheme of MTV to display
the migrated addresses. The unselected nodes are
coded in gray.
5.1.6 Radviz view
Description: We designed an enhanced Radviz
(Hoﬀman et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2019) to present
the distribution of income purity of speciﬁc addresses, which reﬂects the inﬂuence of pools. As
shown in Fig. 4e, the Radviz view consists of a circle with anchor points on the circumference, which
represents pools, and the addresses are projected as
glyphs in the circle to characterize the closeness to
the diﬀerent pools (T2 -3).
The purity of n pools of address ai is considered
a high-dimensional vector V i = [pi,1 , pi,2 , . . . , pi,n ].
The location of each address within the circle is computed as a function of its relative attraction to anchors. The attraction to each anchor is proportional
to the magnitude of the coordinate for that dimension. Formulas for calculating the resulting transformed coordinates for ai are expressed as
⎧
n
⎪
j=1 pi,j cos θj
⎪
⎪
n
,
⎪
⎨ xi =
j=1 pi,j
(3)
n
⎪
⎪
j=1 pi,j sin θj
⎪
n
⎪ yi =
,
⎩
j=1 pi,j
where θj is the angle on the circle corresponding to
dimension j, namely, pool j.
Each Radviz anchor point consists of two arcs.
Angles of the inner and outer arcs encode the number
of covered user addresses and currency circulation in
the market, respectively. Mining pools are encoded
by arc color, which is consistent with SSV. The node
glyph adopts a pie-chart-based design. The angle
of each part in the pie chart represents the purity
of the corresponding pool. The radius of the pie
itself is uniform, while the radius of the outer black
ring encodes the total number of Bitcoins that the
account has received.
5.2 Interactions
We provide the following interactions to help
experts apply their experience and perform comprehensive analysis:
1. Cross-view analysis
Other views can be used for further analysis if
users select objects in a view. When analyzing data
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at the pool level, an overview of members’ migration
will be presented in MTV when users click a pool in
SSV. When inferring identities, the same addresses
will be highlighted in Radviz and MSV when the
user selects a group of addresses in PSV by lasso.
Constructing cross-view selections can achieve multiview and multi-aspect comprehensive analysis of the
target of interest.
2. Custom settings
To apply experts’ experience, SuPoolVisor will
present diﬀerent visualizations based on users’ input.
Before recommendation, users can set the threshold
panel to customize the recommendation range. In
addition, diﬀerent color schemes can be chosen in
PSV for a variety of analysis purposes, such as observing the network location or highlighting the public identity of addresses.
3. Detail ampliﬁcation
Important details often need to be found and
ampliﬁed from massive information. In MSV, we deployed the focus+context design to help amplify the
focus area on-demand. Part of the complex network
can be observed more clearly by zooming in on PSV.
4. Visual reasoning
As shown in Fig. 6, our system supports identity
reasoning of addresses by the “project-create-project
cycle” (Kirsh, 2009; Chen W et al., 2018b). First,
users initialize the threshold panel to obtain the recommended internal address network. Second, users
infer the identities of addresses based on the distribution structure, temporal behavior, source distribution, and label information in PSV, MSV, and
Radviz. Finally, users save results in the tag list, and
these identities can be used in the next loop.

Selecting & tracing

InitializingRecommending
Gantt
Threshold
view
panel

Structure
view

Correlation
analysis

Revising

Saving
Tag list

Deducing

Radviz
view

Fig. 6 Interactive reasoning process
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6 Case study
The ultimate purpose of SuPoolVisor is to provide users with visual analysis tools for surveillance. To verify the eﬀectiveness of the system, we
conducted three case studies with our three experts,
who provided the original analysis tasks and were
deeply involved in our design process. Experts had
diﬀerent cases based on their tasks and interests.
After a brief introduction to the use of the system,
experts began their exploration and provided their
feedback, which we recorded in separate interviews.
6.1 Identifying miners and operators in mining pools
E2 is an expert with background knowledge and
is interested in exploring the community in pools.
His analysis has long relied on WalletExplorer’s public data set. It includes many deprecated addresses,
but many important and emerging pools are not included. E2 is looking forward to using SuPoolVisor
to infer and ﬁnd operators and miners.
E2 selected the data in May 2015 for analysis
at the pool level (T1 ). It can be seen from Fig. 4a
that F2Pool is the dominating pool with the most
blocks at that time (T1 -1). It is demonstrated by
Radviz (Fig. 4e) that rich addresses gather around
F2Pool, and that the Bitcoin generated by F2Pool
is widely used in the whole market according to the
anchors (T1 -3). E2 said that F2Pool is the biggest
mining pool in China and has maintained its ﬁrst
place in the generation of blocks (8%). However, its
addresses were not included in WalletExplorer, so E2
began to explore its internal addresses (T2 ).
1. Initialization
As shown in Fig. 4c, E2 set the ﬁlter condition
(AP ≥ 95%, amount ≥ 0.0001 BTC), and obtained
an initial internal address network of F2Pool, which
includes about 8000 addresses.
2. Correlation analysis
After recommendation, the overview of addresses was ﬁgured out in MSV (Fig. 4d). Obviously,
about 2800 wallet addresses received rewarded every
day (T2 -1). E2 selected them and observed their
complete process of distribution in Fig. 7b (T2 -2).
The start (i.e., coinbase), intermediate, and terminal
addresses are in diﬀerent colors. In PSV, E2 found
that the distribution is divided into three steps: (1)
the coinbase gives the rewards to address a each time,
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and a transfers them to address c; (2) c transfers
the rewards to groups S1 and S2 ; (3) S2 gathers all
the rewards and transfers them to address b. E2
speculated that addresses a and c are operators who
undertake the tasks of receiving, transferring, and
paying rewards. E2 further analyzed them in MSV
and Radviz (T2 -1 and T2 -3, respectively). As shown
in Fig. 7a, the sources of a, c, and S2 remain pure,
but those of S1 and address b are complicated. In
Fig. 7b, the addresses a, b, and c are the top three in
MSV; they maintain a very high income and stable
periodicity. Based on this evidence, E2 believed that
a and c are operators, and that S1 represents stable ordinary miners. E2 considered S2 miners to be
controlled by the same entity based on their uniform
behavior pattern and the same destination, and that
b is a controller.
AntPool
BW.com

F2Pool
b

a, c
S2

Coinbase

a
b

BTCC
c

S1

S2

S1

(a)

(b)
a
b
c

(c)
Fig. 7 multi-aspect analysis of special groups and
addresses in F2Pool: (a) special groups and addresses
in Radviz; (b) special groups and addresses in PSV;
(c) three special addresses in MSV

3. Saving
After analysis, the identities of the selected addresses were inferred. E2 recorded color tags representing diﬀerent identities in the exploration history
column of the tag list. Then, he cleaned up the
addresses behind miners because they are no longer
considered miners.
E2 iterated the above processes until all addresses were identiﬁed. He highly praised SuPoolVisor and believed that it can help users ﬁnd key addresses in mining pools and provide multi-aspect
analysis. E2 believed that the view design and interactions can eﬀectively help and guide users in
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de-anonymization, and that SuPoolVisor can significantly show reward destinations.
6.2 Summarizing the internal structures of
diﬀerent mining pools
Diﬀerent mining pools are considered to have
diﬀerent distribution processes because of diﬀerent
payment methods and diﬀerent numbers of miners.
E1 wanted to use SuPoolVisor to summarize the
typical internal structure of mining pools. He selected AntPool, BW.com, and Bitfury for inference
and analysis, and identiﬁed their internal structures
for further summary and comparison (T2 -2).
1. One-to-many payment
E1 ﬁrst analyzed BW.com and obtained the internal network structure (Fig. 8a). Two types of
operators were found, similar to the ﬁrst case: one
is for receiving rewards and the other for paying rewards to all miners at once. E1 learned from the
background that BW.com adopts the PPS payment
model in which the miners play the role of employees. Regardless of the income of the mining pool,
it is necessary to pay rewards to miners based on
their workloads every day. The pool operator uses
“receiving addresses” and “payment addresses” to resolve the contradiction between unstable income and
stable expenditure.
2. Iterative payment
E1 analyzed AntPool. Transaction network of
the operators of AntPool is shown in Fig. 8b. The
operators were reused to recycle funds. Then, E1
observed local networks between two operators and
found that when an operator transfers Bitcoin to another operator, a small portion is distributed to the
same miners; the operation is then repeated in the
next transaction. E1 believed that AntPool transfers rewards by constantly reusing operators. It pays
miners iteratively in the process, while the same miners may receive their rewards from diﬀerent operators in diﬀerent paying rounds. The iterative payment is mainly due to the excessive number of miners. The payment cannot be completed at one time
due to the limitation of block capacity, so it needs
multiple iterations. In addition, E1 found a similar
structure for iterative distribution in ViaBTC. It is
a widely used payment method, which is veriﬁed in
Wang LQ and Liu (2015).
3. Linear transferring
E1 was interested in private pools. He believed
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(c)

Fig. 8 Three typical internal structures of mining pools: (a) one-to-many payment; (b) iterative payment;
(c) linear transferring

that analysis of private pools is meaningful because
they are not open to public miners and where the
rewards go is a mystery. E1 chose the largest private
pool, BitFury, for analysis. It has a long history, and
its private computing power is still at the forefront
in the ﬁerce competition in computing power. In
the MSV overview, E1 found that there are very few
addresses in the pool (T2 -1), so he selected all the
addresses to be drawn in PSV (Fig. 8c). He found
that the payment process is similar to the iterative
payment, but its operators appeared once and there
was only one actual receiver in a transaction. He
believed that Bitfury constantly transfers rewards to
temporal operator addresses iteratively by making
changes. To know the identities of the actual receivers, E1 switched color encoding to highlight the
known identities. PSV showed that half of them are
exchanges, and the other half have the same distribution with exchanges in other views. E1 believed that
these receivers are all exchanges and that BitFury
sells Bitcoins to exchanges rather than to miners.
6.3 Analyzing the eﬀect of hard forks
E3 is a Bitcoin regulatory practitioner who
wants to investigate the impacts of the hard fork
event. The hard fork refers to permanent blockchain
disputes. After the new agreed rule is released, some
addresses that have not been upgraded cannot verify the blocks produced by the upgraded addresses.
Communities could not reach an agreement, so the
blockchain is divided into two diﬀerent chains. The
most famous blockchain hard fork event happened
on August 1, 2017, when Bitcoin cash (BCC) was
generated and became the competitor of BTC. The

pool called ViaBTC was an active promoter of the
event.
1. Pool level
To investigate the overall status of Bitcoin before and after the fork (T1 ), E3 checked SSV (Fig. 9a)
in July and August 2017 (T1 -1). In July 2017, the
overall block production was stable, and it did not
ﬂuctuate when the fork happened (Fig. 9, P1). However, the pool ranking ﬂuctuated sharply, and the
number of blocks decreased signiﬁcantly on August
20–25, 2017 (Fig. 9, P2). It recovered at the end of
the month and the share of blocks of ViaBTC increased signiﬁcantly. As illustrated in Fig. 9c, Radviz compared the change of income purity of the
top 2000 rich addresses in July and August, 2017.
E3 found that the distribution of these addresses is
more concentrated after the fork (T2 -3). This means
that the Bitcoin produced by the mining pool mixes
evenly. E3 speculated that the proﬁt-driven miners
become more sensitive and unstable after the fork,
leading to more pool-hopping. To verify this, E3 observed the MTV (T1 -2) of AntPool, which was the
largest pool at that time. As shown in Fig. 9b, the
migration in August is much more intense than that
in July, and many addresses are indeed pool-hoppers.
E3 believed that the miners in Bitcoin did not
lose when the fork happened. The generation of BTC
was not aﬀected by BCC until the revenue of BCC
exceeded that of BTC and many big pools started
to support BCC mining on August 20, 2017. Lots
of miners migrated between pools or went to BCC
mining. With the decreased revenue caused by the
enhanced diﬃculty in BCC mining, the overall computing power of the BTC system has been restored.
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2. Address level
E3 wanted to investigate the changes inside
pools such as ViaBTC and F2Pool, which are more
reactive in this incident (T2 ). The former is the promoter and the latter is the opponent. As illustrated
in Fig. 10a, E3 found that ViaBTC miners are periodic and that a lot of miners joined in at the end
of August (S1), which agrees with the ﬁndings in
SSV. In F2Pool, the miners are more obvious and
remain active almost every day, but the abnormality
is that miners keep silent during P2 and P3 periods.
Generally, miners tend to decrease. To determine
the cause, E3 looked up relevant news and found
that F2Pool issued several statements to stop paying
the miners for ﬁnancial security in July and August,
2017. As a result, the planner of the fork, i.e., ViaBTC, ultimately beneﬁted, and F2Pool inevitably
received a negative impact.
After the top-down investigation on the fork
event, E3 learned the impact of the incident on the
Bitcoin mining market and pools. He highly praised
ViaBTC

P1
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SuPoolVisor for its ease of use and intuitiveness. He
believed that the system can directly present the
state of pools and that multiple views can be used for
multi-level analysis and interpretation. In addition,
he suggested adding news event tips to the timeline
for correlating important events.

7 Conclusions and future work
In this study, we described our development
of a visual analytics system, SuPoolVisor, to facilitate regulators and researchers in surveillance and
de-anonymization in Bitcoin. SuPoolVisor was divided into the pool level and address level. At the
pool level, the evolution of computing power, inﬂuence, and members’ migration among pools were illustrated. Glyphs were designed to help discover
patterns and enhance the performances of MTV and
Radviz. At the address level, SuPoolVisor supported
visualizing temporal behavior patterns, distribution
structures, and income sources of addresses, and
multi-aspect analysis can be used to infer their

P2

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 9 Overview of Bitcoin market before and after the fork: (a) comparison of SSV in July and August 2017;
(b) comparison of MTV in July and August 2017; (c) comparison of Radviz in July and August 2017

P1

P2

(a)

P3

(b)

Fig. 10 Comparison of miners’ behavior before and after the fork: (a) MTV of ViaBTC; (b) MTV of F2Pool
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identities. In particular, we proposed a series of characteristics to identify miners, and the initial internal
address network was recommended based on them:
1. Scalability
At the pool level, our designs made full use of
space to present aggregated data. Considering the
possible over-drawing and visual occlusion problems
at the address level, we provided parameter adjustment interfaces and multiple ﬁltering methods. Flexible rendering strategies enabled scalability to explore 10 000-node-level address networks.
2. Target users
This system was mainly for government regulators and researchers. It provided many interesting
indicators and rich details. Regulators can use it to
monitor, evaluate, and investigate the market and
mining pool conditions. Researchers or individuals
can explore the history and status of mining pools
based on their interests and curiosity.
3. Limitations
When presenting large-scale dynamic networks,
the force-directed graph in current systems may look
huge and messy. The interaction eﬃciency of identity
reasoning also needs to be improved. In addition,
diﬀerent color schemes for diﬀerent views cause the
system to use too many colors. This is mainly due
to the diversity of analysis tasks and data types.
Before more consistent color schemes are proposed,
users need longer learning time to use the current
color scheme.
Further research will focus on two aspects. The
ﬁrst task is to improve graph representation and visualization. We plan to express large-scale dynamic
graphs in a vectorized form (Chen W et al., 2019;
Wang X et al., 2020). Another useful improvement
in the future is to use deep learning (Liu MC et al.,
2017, 2018) in de-anonymization and recommendation to reduce repetitive interactions and provide
guidance.
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